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Chapterr 9 
Conclusion n 

ComputersComputers are useless; 
theythey can only give you answers. 

-Pablo-Pablo Picasso 

Wee started out this journey with the intention of improving both the under-
standingg and the landscape of automated reasoning tools for a variety of logics; 
inn the course of this work, a translator from multi-modal logic into first order 
logic,, a hybrid logic resolution theorem prover, a hybrid logic test set generator 
andd a DFOL programming language were designed and implemented. 

9.11 On Empirical Evaluation 
andd Modal-like Satisfiability Testing 

Inn Part I of the thesis we focused on putting modal logic to work; in particular, we 
weree interested in different ways of implementing solvers for the modal satisfiabil-
ityy problem. We saw how empirical evaluation is useful not only for comparison 
off  competing reasoning tools, but also for guidance and evaluation in the develop-
mentt of said tools, as well as evaluation of the test sets themselves. We also saw 
thee importance of having a proper test set in the case of HyLoRes development; 
hadd we developed hGen first, the urgency of improving paramodulation treatment 
wouldd have been much more apparent. We also saw two different ways of putting 
aa particular logic to work: having a tool to translate it into a logic that has tools 
alreadyy developed for it, in this case FOL, or writing a tool from scratch. Each 
methodd has its advantages and disadvantages: the translation method can be 
veryy easy to do in a naive way, but improving it requires tweaking the translation 
withh an eye on the workings of the tool we want to work with, which will require 
substantiallyy more involvement and is always limited. The custom tool way also 
hass its own compromises: on the one hand, one has complete control over the 
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innerr workings of the tool, but on the other hand it tends to be a much bigger 
effort. . 

9.22 On DFOL programming 

InIn Part II , we concentrated on one thing we can do with one logic, and all the 
wayss in which we can look at it. We took DPL, extended it until it was expressive 
enoughh for programming, and stated an executable program interpretation for it. 
Wee reviewed the first two versions of the Dynamo engine, and decided that getting 
closerr to DFOL semantics would be simpler if we abandoned the state machine 
approachh and used a tableau prover for the engine instead. In the meantime, 
wee provided a Hoare calculus for verification of Dynamo programs, which being 
inspiredd in the semantics of the logic instead of the program state, is the same for 
anyy incarnation of the Dynamo engine. In the end, we implemented Dynamo, in 
thee course of which we learned that while a theorem prover has no trouble with the 
conceptt of negation-as-failure, things like simple arithmetic and equality reasoning 
requiree the engine to be significantly enlarged. Another desired functionality, the 
Kleenee star, had to be postponed; the study of how to do unrestricted looping 
andd still produce meaningful results falls out of the scope of the present work. 
Onee thing that can be done is take advantage of the lazy processing engine of 
Haskell,, and report models as they appear. 

9.33 Threaded through: 
Haskelll and Scientific Programming 

Thee translators from modal to first order logic, HyLoRes, hGen, and all versions of 
Dynamo,Dynamo, all share a common property: they have been written in Haskell. The 
mainn benefit of programming in Haskell was that since we did not have to worry 
aboutt all the littl e details of how we wanted our computation carried out, we 
hadd more time to consider optimizations to the bigger details of the algorithms 
andd data structures; it is also less trouble to change them in order to experiment. 
Ultimately,, if one wants a really fast program and can devote the time and re-
sourcess to developing it, the imperative way will always work better, although 
itt is always superseded by hardware-specific machine coding, which in turn is 
bestedd by task-specific hardware design. There is something else to be said for 
thiss ordering, which is that the insights gained for each approach are increasingly 
different:: the tasks performed and therefore the knowledge required focus more 
andd more on where the data goes and how cleverly it is stored, recalled and up-
dated.. But all these optimizations are vulnerable to improvements in algorithm 
quality;quality; developing better heuristics and better data organization usually results 
inn more dramatic results than fine-tuning your loops or using custom hardware, 
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andd more importantly, gives a better insight on the nature of the problem. 

9.44 Equality Reasoning 

Anotherr thing that became a common theme between the two parts of this thesis 
iss the need for equality reasoning treatment. Both in HyLoRes and in the Dynamo 
engine,, we found some manifestation of equality being a stone in our shoe. Were 
thesee stones equal? Well... since tableaux and resolution are dual methods, the 
problemss posed by equality are perforce different; also, in Dynamo we want the 
solutionn to the set of equations, while in HyLoRes we do not have interpreted 
functionn symbols and are looking for contradictory statements. 

9.55 One Logic to Find them, one Logic to Bind 
them? ? 

Thee two main threads in this work are not parallel, but come together in a 
placee slightly outside this thesis. DFOL is, after all, a dynamic logic: it has 
tests,, which either fail or succeed, and other operators bring us from states to 
(setss of) states. Furthermore, Hoare logic can be expressed in terms of First 
Orderr Dynamic Logic [Har79], so in a sense all the logics covered here belong 
too the family of 'modal-like' logics. In fact, there is a way to express the Hoare 
calculuss we introduced entirely in DFOL, since the meaning of both existential 
andd universal correctness triples can be encoded in it: we can write {A}0{i? }  as 
A*A*  —  (<f>  Bm), and {A)<j>(B)  as A* —y (<f>;B*),  where *  is a translation from 
FOLL to DFOL. So it is revealed; the formulas of DFOL can be seen as modalities, 
wheree the 'worlds' in a model are the assignments, and the transitions are of course 
regulatedd by the usual semantics of DFOL: tests represent transitions to either 
thee failure state or the current state, an assignment to a variable v represents a 
transitionn to a v-variant of the current state, and so on. 

9.66 Final Remarks 

AA theory is useful only when it is used; it is our hope that the tools developed in 
thee course of preparing this work make the involved logics more useful than they 
alreadyy are, by providing a testing lab to try out ideas and see how they work. 
Andd how well they do. 

Onn the course of this study, then, some tools apt for studying and experi-
mentingg with nonclassical logics have been developed: 

 HyLoRes: http://www.science.uva.nl/~juanh/hylores 

http://www.science.uva.nl/~juanh/hylores
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 Dynamo: http://www.science.uva.nl/~juanh/dynamo 

 hGen: http://www.science.uva.nl/~juanh/hGen 

http://www.science.uva.nl/~juanh/dynamo
http://www.science.uva.nl/~juanh/hGen

